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all his courage, and also all his skill. He resisted the temptation to go fast. He approached the dangerous street-crossings carefully. His mother had warned him to mind the traffic. Louis had no desire to be killed ; but his mother's despair if he were killed frightened "him even more than the idea of death. The stretcher being carried upstairs ; <c My little Louis ! My poor little boy I " The wreck of the hoop, which they might put with his body; the stick, which he might still clasp in his hand.
Still, it is difficult to evade a law which you have laid down for yourself. Cross the boulevard Ornano with his hoop hanging from his shoulder - that was something which Louis could not bring himself to do. He even had a feeling that he would be punished in some way or other if he did. The laws which you lay down for yourself, or, rather, the orders which come to you from some mysterious depths in yourself, will not suffer you to infringe them or play tricks with them. You risk much less in disobeying a visible master.
Louis had the right to stop, he and his hoop, the one supporting the other. But so long as the course was not finished, the hoop must not leave the ground, must not cease to be in contact with the ground; for if it did, he would cease to be ** true " to himself.
The rue Mar cadet in its turn was successfully negotiated. The long climb began. Louis, who knew very little about any other neighbourhood, thought that in the whole of Paris there could not be any slope which it was more honourable to conquer. He who was capable of scaling it, without the hoop that he guided falling down or running away, need not be dismayed anywhere.
But the passers-by lacked brains. If they understood the value of the test, they would not hesitate about getting out of the way, instead of making those annoyed faces, or looking at the boy with contemptuous pity.
So it was that Louis Bastide came to the half-way house of the rue Custine. He saw Clanricard and saluted him

